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There are countless books and magazines about organizing~ but how
often do they ironically add to the piles of clutter, collecting dust? 

Real change comes when we can be the solution before buying it.

Most often, we can work with the resources we already have- rather
than solely relying  on the perfect storage or organizing unit to solve it
for us. Really, my clients are often surprised! 

Getting to know your inventory takes time and it may not seem as fun
or shiny as buying something new, often a quick fix mentality. But this
is actually how we get and stay more organized. 

 When you get to know your stuff, you can make informed decisions
about what else is needed. What an empowering  puzzle masterpiece!

Decluttering is a  process, a lifelong journey. 

There is no quick fix, one-size fits all. But there are simple steps you
can practice for more focus, efficiency, empowered decision making
and sustainability.  This transformational work helps you, your family,
community, and our precious Mother Earth! 

       It's our relationship with clutter and with ourself-  that counts.

 

Hello and Welcome to Your Transformation!
Here's why I made this Workbook Journal:

✨



Learning how your unique brain style functions and focuses best is
super key too.  Do you struggle with ADD? Work well with timers &
taking breaks? When is your energy at its best? Are you pacing
yourself and celebrating progress? 

I intentionally designed this Workbook Journal so that it takes about
10 minutes to  read and a lifetime to practice, as a way of life.

Practice makes progress. It's not about perfection. You’ll grow
more confident too with clarity and consistency. Stay committed to
your vision, you got this!

 Remain curious, kind & patient with yourself as learn and grow. 

Organizing and loving yourself, space, life~ is an adventure.  A wild,
beautiful one. Let's clear the clutter and find your flow.

What I'm sharing here are the key steps and concepts I've
organically developed over the years, upon serving  over a thousand
clients and inspiring millions online. 

I'm so eager and excited to share this with you and truly hope it
helps you feel more peace of mind and possibility within yourself,
home, biz, and life! It's all connected: inner | outer space magic! 

Please don't be shy to book a free call if you're curious about
receiving support! This is the guidebook curriculum I use with my
clients and we're having truly transformational results! 

 

https://ashleymoon.as.me/


This Workbook Journal has:

 5 main pages with 3 steps each 
Journal prompts to put them into practice
 Writing exercises to help clarify & inspire

 
You may ask, “but why talk about balance, prioritizing and life purpose? 
Aren't we talking about clutter and organizing?” Yes. And, clutter doesn’t
have little feet. It’s there because of us. We won't stay motivated to clear it
~ if we don't stay connected with why it matters. 

The most common reasons people say they struggle with clutter:
- I don’t have enough time
- I have a hard time letting go
- I don’t know where to begin or how to finish

We're making time for this because it matters and we're saving time by
following these efficient steps;  getting clear, connected with our truth.
We're learning how to let go & make space. We are the solution. You got this! 

The more clear & connected we are to our authentic identity and values,
the more we can create a self, space, life we truly cherish & want to nourish.

Give this a read and simply do your best! Schedule time for it; truly make it
a ritual. And if  you need support, I'm here,  book a free call and let's get
you going & flowing.  

www.ashleymoon.net
Decluttering Empowerment Coach 
323.673.1981 ashley@creativelyneat.com

https://ashleymoon.as.me/
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Love,
Ashley Moon 

Some of My Journey 
I used to look and feel so cluttered that I thought I was somehow broken, beyond
repair. I made choices that cluttered my life and well-being for so many years.

I'm so grateful for the powerful, magical art of decluttering ~physically, mentally,
emotionally & spiritually. It has become my greatest superpower & navigation
system for letting go, getting free, & moving forward with fierce purpose & clarity.

I love myself and life today! And the greatest gift? To realize I was never broken in
the first place; that clutter is a part of life and our relationship with it can change.

Creatively Neat became my full time business in 2011. I’ve organized and coached
over a thousand clients, including celebrities; have reach millions more through TV,
Youtube, publications, and festivals! In 2017, I started a second business, Ash Moon,
working with Tarot and Akashic realms to go even deeper with clients, on a soul
level. I love blending the practical with spiritual. We are human and soul, after all. 

I'm also an artist (poetry, music, dance, performance art); activist and volunteer
(Writegirl, Black Lives Matter, Climate Change);  and alchemist (all about
transformation)!

I have a B.A. in American Studies from Occidental College, M.A. in Human
Development & Social Change from Pacific Oaks; multiple certifications & trainings
in coaching, decluttering/organizational psychology, energetic healing, and yoga.
Student of life!

I am excited for your organizing journey! Here are some majorly magical keys that
have helped me calm the chaos and overwhelm; regaining deep insight, clarity &
confidence.



The 5 Key Concepts / Steps
Journal Prompts to guide you 
Writing Exercises to help clarify & inspire 

Beautiful! You made it through
 the introduction and some of my journey!

 
Now it's your turn to adventure!

Here's what's next:
 

1.
2.
3.

 
 

I recommend reading them in order 

but then you don't necessarily have to do them all perfectly

before moving onto other sections.  
 

 

Don't forget if you need support , I'm your girl! 

I offer strategy, accountability, counseling, and coaching. 

Book a free call!

https://ashleymoon.as.me/
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Getting Organized

- Group like categories together

- Start general (ie, clothes) before

  getting detailed (ie, shirts, pants)

- It gets easier with practice

- Get to know your inventory

Sort1.

Sort, Purge, Organize 

- You can purge the obvious while

sorting (trash, recycle, donate)

- Then review one category at a time,

only keeping the favorites within each

(Do you truly want/need/love it/use it?)

2. Purge

- Find each category a home

- Start with the obvious ones 

- Use clear bins for now if it helps 

- Start with supplies and storage  

  you already own  

-Be the solution before buying it

3. Organize



Staying Organized

- Once everything has a home, practice 

 using them consistently (habits)

- Practice makes progress, not perfection

- Keep a year-round release bin and

immediately place items in it that no 

 longer server; donate when full

1. Homes & Habits

Mindset, Mindfulness, Habit Shifts

- Create an area for new arrivals if you can

find them a home right away 

- Practice conscious consumerism 

  and the Revolving Door Strategy: as items         

come in, similar items go out

2. New Items

- Practice becoming more present and  

   placing items intentionally

- Later mentality is a mindset  you can shift 

- Put it away right the first time so it 

   doesn't turn into a monster you avoid 

3. Slowing Down



Remaining Balanced

- Learn how to let go of what's not serving

you mentally, physically, and emotionally

- Some great tools: journaling, prayer,

  meditation, deep breathing,  

  creative expression, movement 

1. Release

Release, Receive, Repeat

- When you release, consider what you're 

   making space to receive

- The more clear and specific you 

  are, the better. Become the best version

of you, within your space and life

 - Write, draw, speak & envision it as true

 

2. Receive

- Align your actions with your wisdom & values 

- With curious compassion, continue exploring 

your inventory and the magical art of letting go 

- You are enough and so much more, go within  

- Deep breathing, flow, and trust in abundance

- Honor and respect your evolution & those you 

can share the resources with

3. Repeat



Sustainable Prioritizing

- How are you, really? Check in. Scan  

  from head to toe. Mind, body, spirit.

- Well rested? Hydrated? Nourished?

 -Needing to honor or process some  

  emotions? Give yourself space first.

1. Seed (You)

1.2.3. Seed, Trunk, Tree
(= Self, Space, Life~ in that order)

- Your outer environment reflects your  

   inner space (busy? chaos? overwhelm?)

- Where can you show your outer space 

   some TLC? Start simple, with one area  

- Create space for who and what you love 

- Make it your home sweet home, enjoy it

2. Trunk (Your Space)

- Now we grow branches, roots, bearing fruit!

 - This represents the external, where your  

    attention goes beyond yourself & space 

- Consider how you now show up in  various 

    relationships, projects, commitments

- Focus on what truly matters most and 

  practice the art of giving & receiving 

3. Tree (Your Life)



Life Purpose

- Clear is a fabulous as a verb and 

   as an adjective 

- The more we clear away what 

  doesn't serve us, the more clear  

  we become as to who we really 

  are and what kind of life we want to organize

1. Clear

Clear, Create, Elevate

- Less clutter (mental, physical, emotional) 

  means less distractions so we're more able to 

  focus on creating our best self, space, life!

- Nurture and evolve your mindset, well-being, 

 heart, home, creative projects, relationships, 

 career, lifestyle, and generosity in the world

2. Create

- Our dreams & desires are coming into fruition

- We enjoy meaningful, intentional lives,

   taking aligned, inspired action 

- We grow more confident & continue evolving 

in a way that's mutually beneficial for everyone

3. Elevate



Well done, you're amazing!

 

You've read through the 

key steps and concepts. 

 

They'l l  come to life 

even more as you begin 

putting them into practice. 

 

Return to them anytime 

you need helpful reminders

and ~ make them your very own!

 

Up next are the journal prompts  

with blank space to write, draw, 

and reflect in more detail .

 

Action is Alchemy.

You have the answers within you. 

Book a Free 

Consultation Call 

if you're needing support

https://ashleymoon.as.me/
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Exploration Phase 
Begin to identify your general categories. Look around, what do you see? 

Notice if some categories feel like you have too much, not enough, or where
you might be ready for an upgrade that aligns more with your current self. 

Write down the ones you're especially ready to start downsizing. 
(Clothes, books, electronics, kitchen, art and decor, office supplies, paper...)

Remember to breathe, you got this. We're taking it step by step.
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Pick one of those general categories you're ready to downsize and practice
creating detail categories. 

For example, once you gather your toiletries together, can you now sort it
even more, such as: hair, skin, teeth, nails, etc.? 

You might even sort into little bins, even if just temporarily.

Getting organized means mastering sorting. Only sort as detailed as
necessary; the utimate goal is to be able to find things easily later when you
need them. Sorting will also help inform your decisions when it's time to
purge. and make it easier to put things away once you have a system that
makes sense to you.  
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You can purge the obvious while you're sorting. 
Have next to you marked paper bags or boxes that are easy to drop
into: trash, recycle donate, etc.

This is like having a pop up staging area with supplies to make  it
easy. Each category or room may look a little different so take time
to draw out what helps you most. 
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Once things are pretty sorted, now you can purge again because you'll have
perspective about your inventory amount and make more informed
decisions about what to keep (the favorites, that you love and use, from
each category)

Remember, quality over quantity. It'll be way easier to manage and
maintain.
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Now it's time to start create homes for the things you're def keeping!

Start simple, with the obvious items first; like you know where they go,
fit, and belong. 

Then you can find homes for the less obvious stuff that could go in a
variety of places. 
 
Examples of obvious: clothes in the closet, books on the shelf, toiletries
in bathroom, etc. Examples of less obvious: Momentos that could go in a
closet or the garage; art/decor that doesn't have a place yet



Having homes and habits of using those homes- is like the bridge
from getting organized to staying organized. (Like what's the point if
you don't put things away once they have a home/system?) 

What homes are you already in the habit of using (giving ourselves
credit is important too) and how can you continue to build off this?  
(ie, awesome tea drawer! Great with books!) 
 
What could use improvement? (Jacket gets tossed on the floor when I
could totally hook or hang it when I walk in)
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How do you acquire or accumulate new items and does it feel healthy and
balanced? 

I strongly suggest pausing incoming items as much as possible while you
catch up with decluttering, downsizing, and organizing. 

Get to know your inventory  and work with the resources you already have-
then later you can fill in the gaps from a more informed place. 

It's okay to have boundaries and make requests about not accepting gifts
right now for you and the kids (birthdays, holidays)  because you're on a
mission; and ask instead for experiences or donations toward a cause you
believe in. Keep in mind some people show love through gifts- and
practicing clear, compassionate communication is key.  
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What can you do with new items as they come into your home? 

Where can you begin practicing the revolving door strategy?
Clothes is a great example for a first start. For example, if you get a
new black winter coat, can you donate the older one you have? 



Knowing my inventory so I don't rebuy unnecessary things
Becoming more aware of emotional shopping tendencies 
Buying used and supporting small, local businesses and artists  
Donating more; sharing resources not in use

How do you identify conscious consumerism? Are you feeling called to
become a more mindful consumer? How come? And how might you go
about this?  

Here are some examples to get you started:
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Where can you keep year-round release bins? (i.e., closet, garage)
and how will you put it to use? 

I used to keep a bin in the closet but now I just put them by the door and
fill up a bin in my car then drop it off.  
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things away in their home? Can you create daily or weekly routines 
 and sweeps for keeping organized?



What are you ready to release? 

It's great to declutter physically but you can also start to release lack
mentality and limiting beliefs that  no longer serve you as well! 

What emotions might you be avoiding when not tackling clutter? 
Do you need to release shame or navigate through fear  so that you're
less likely to avoid the piles? Totally make space for this too. 

Practice self love and self care + curiosity and compassion, throughout
the process of letting go. Journal, meditate, breathe- whatever it takes.
:)
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What are you ready to receive? Review your release items and
imagine for each what you desire to receive in its place. 

For example: I release ugly, broken items and make space to
receive cute, functioning ones.  I release things given to me that
aren't really my style or taste and receive ones that reflect my
personality!  
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Sometimes we’re not sure what needs releasing and receiving which is a
great reason to pause and reflect. Perhaps journal, meditate, or watch a
show like Queer Eye for inspiration. Like many, I tend to reflect on what
needs releasing each full moon; and what intentions I have for receiving
each new moon!  

Slowing down and getting present and more intentional is a
practice. When we make space between our thoughts, it brings more
clarity and inspiration. We begin to release impulsive reacting and
receive more proactive, empowered,  intuitive decisions with aligned
actions. 



The same steps (Sort, Purge, Organize) for addressing our physical
stuff can be applied to  just about anything! (Digital, financial,
calendar and to do lists, relationships, goals and priorities...) 

Where else might you practice getting and staying more organized,
beyond the physical? Where else might you create more intentional
space and flow in your personal and professional life?
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In what ways would you like to evolve and expand? 
In other words, where might you feel like you're stuck going in circles,
not getting anywhere, when you're rather see progress and spiral
outward? 
Consider your career and relationships for example.  
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When you’re not sure what to do next; like how to balance and
prioritize, and especially if you're overwhelmed~ pause and check
in with yourself first (the seed). How are you doing? What do you
need?
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G Then look around your space (the trunk). What's one thing you
can clear or create for yourself to make it easier to focus or feel
relief or inspired? (Your desk; a meditation corner...) 

And then look at your external commitments and relations. Who
or what are you ready to focus on and serve? 



How is your relationship with to do lists and your calendar? 

Are you scheduling work, play, and rest ~ equally distributing them in
a way that feels balanced and sustainable? 

Where might you delegate or ask for help? Or perhaps have some
boundaries and better communication, so you can have more time
and space for you? 
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Do you have a morning routine? How about a night routine? 

Do you have daily, weekly, or monthly routines? 

Are you creating your own rhythm and flow? It’s okay to start simple 
 and small and then grow from there! 
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Now that you’re more clear within yourself, space, and life, it’s easier to
identify when anything stands in the way of your current focus or life
purpose work and clear it out. 

Practice observing when this happens and celebrate progress here. (i.e., I
said no to going out and rested early so I could get up and handle my
goals, heeeey!)

      Describe what CLEAR means to you, as a verb AND as an adjective:

        How can clarity help you align closer to your values, visions, and
goals?  
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Creativity takes courage. Putting ourselves out there does too.

What kind of sacred, inspiring space are you looking to create within
yourself, home, and life~ so you can fully explore and express the most
authentic version of you? 

How can your dreams be best reflected and shared throughout our earth
home- because you're more clear and committed to creating them?
Imagine clutter not getting in the way! (Physical, mental, emotional, etc.)

What kind of life are you creating for yourself and opportunities for others?
What gifts and passions do you have~ to share with the world? 
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Fear and challenging emotions are a natural part of being human and
there are healthy ways of navigating through them.

 Acknowledge fear when it shows up and reach for supportive tools and
so you can work through it. 

Some of my favs: Breathing, movement, mediation, journaling, friends. 
What are some of your tools and support systems?

          Beautiful work! Up next are some writing exercises you're
welcome   
          to meditate on as well, to give you a bigger picture perspective,   
          connecting all the dots. Have fun! 
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Beautiful, 
you made it through 

all the Journal Prompts!
 
 

 

Up next are some guided writing exercises 

I encourage you to meditate on, 

and write from the heart!
 

 

Don't forget if you need help with strategy, accountability,

counseling or coaching, I'm your girl! 

Book a free call today!

https://ashleymoon.as.me/
http://www.ashleymoon.net/


Your Ideal Home
Imagine coming home and loving how you feel when you walk in the door.

 
How does it look? Feel? Function? 

And represent various aspects of you?  (Style, identity, passions, hobbies?)



Your Ideal Morning

Imagine waking up and having rituals or routines you practice everyday. 
Maybe weekday ones are different than weekends. 

What do they look like?



Your Ideal Night Routine
Imagine it's time for bed and you have rituals or routines. What might they look

like? What's the minimum? What feels more extravagant? Are weekends any
different? 



Your Ideal Life

Let's wave a magic wand. Imagine a year has gone by and you're reflecting on all the
progress you've made organizing yourself, space, life. 

You have all the time, space and resources to create and accomplish 
what your heart desires. What does that look and feel like? 

Let your imagination run wild, no holding back! 

 How can you align your actions with this heartfelt wisdom? How can the concepts,
like Release Receive Repeat, support you? Anything else you'd like to add or consider? 



You've made it through this entire 
Workbook Journal and can return to it anytime.

 
You can even add in your own pages & make it your very own.

 
It's truly transformational- taking this time to focus pocus

your magic, creating space for more of YOU to emerge.
 

Before you go,  Pop Quiz!
Fill in the blanks with the 3 steps/concepts:

Getting Organized:  ______________    ________________      ___________________

Staying Organized: ______________    ________________      ___________________

Remaining Balanced: ______________    ________________      _________________

Sustainable Prioritizing: ______________    ________________      ________________

Life Purpose:    ______________    ________________      ______________________

 
 

Beautiful work organizing & loving 
yourself, space, life!

 
 

Congratulations!



JO IN  OUR
COMMUNITYFACEBOOK .COM/GROUPS/SPACECADETSDECLUTTER INGMAGIC

W E ' V E  G O T  
T H I S ,  

T O G E T H E R !

VIP Days (4 hours + breaks) 

3, 6 and 12 month programs

Or can customize something just for you!

Need some extra handholding & loving support?

All good! This is my expertise, purpose & passion. 

Let's connect! I offer virtual: 

Clubhouse @ashleymoon

Instagram @creativelyneat

www.ashleymoon.net

Let's stay connected!

Book a free call today!

Visit My Website 
& Subscribe to my Newsletter!

 

FREE

https://www.facebook.com/groups/SpaceCadetsDeclutteringMagic
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SpaceCadetsDeclutteringMagic
http://www.ashleymoon.net/
https://ashleymoon.as.me/
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W h a t  a r e  y o u

m a k i n g  S P A C E

t o  r e c e i v e ?

R A D I C A L

S E L F
L O V E

Being present

& intentional 

is a gift 

Let's:
Sort, Purge, Organize

Seed, Trunk, Tree
Release, Receive, Repeat

CLEAR  CREATE  ELEVATE!

Space

Care

is Self

Care

Decluttering Empowerment Coach

www.ashleymoon.net

http://www.ashleymoon.net/

